A spline wavelet collocation method is presented to solve optimal control problem (OCP) of flexible spacecraft, which is often required to reorient and reposition with minimum manoeuvre time or fuel consumption. It is very difficult and computationally expensive to determine the open-loop optimal control inputs for flexible spacecraft, because the optimal control profile is often characterised by discontinuities or switching in the control variables. In our approach, the state and control variables are expanded via cubic spline wavelet decomposition, and then an OCP would be converted into a nonlinear programming problem where the wavelet coefficients are treated as the optimisation variables. As opposed to the usual pseudospectral method based on polynomial approximation, the wavelet advantageous properties of compact representation would inherently make it efficiently and accurately to solve nonlinear programming problem using standard solver. The novel approach is demonstrated by two typical optimal problems. The results show that our approach outperforms Gauss pseudospectral method for discontinuous OCPs arising from the flexible spacecraft.
Introduction
Flexible spacecrafts, including robotic manipulators, are often required to reorientate as quickly as possible with either minimum manoeuvre time or fuel consumption. Related control problems have attracted significant attention for more than three decades. 1, 2 An elegant and useful input-shaping scheme was proposed by Smith and Singer. 3, 4 A robust control approach for linear, time-invariant control systems was presented by Wie. 5 Nevertheless, for general rest-to-rest problems, with strong nonlinear dynamics and state/control constraints, the solution of realistic trajectory optimisation problems remains a highly complex problem. Moreover, the optimal control profile is often characterised by discontinuities or switching in the control variables, meaning that localised structures or sharp transitions can be lost in the control profile. As such, it remains difficult and computationally expensive to find the exact optimal solution for open loop control design.
For the flexible robot, the time optimal point-topoint trajectory planning of a flexible link robot is conducted with an exact feedforward linearisation in combination with a feedback part by Springer et al. 6 An indirect method is employed to solve the problem of time-optimal trajectory planning of robot manipulators in point-to-point motion. 7 As far as the authors know, the open loop optimal control method used in the above literature is rarely used for the flexible spacecraft especially with low first mode frequency. The derivation of analytical solutions to the optimal control problem (OCP) is unattainable for all but a limited number of highly constrained scenarios. As a result, numerical techniques are typically adopted, which are generally computationally extensive. Betts and Rao had provided an excellent survey of the numerical methods for OCP. 8, 9 Numerical methods for solving the OCP can be largely divided into two major categories: indirect methods and direct methods. 8 In the indirect method, calculus of variation is used to determine the first order optimality conditions of the OCP, resulting in a multiple-point boundaryvalue problem. In the direct method, the state and/or control of OCP is discretised in some special manner, then the original OCP is transcribed to a nonlinear programming problem (NLP) that can be solved via the well-known optimisation techniques, such as SQP and SNOPT. 10 The popular direct methods to solve OCP are pseudospectral (PS) methods. Since PS methods use global orthogonal polynomials to parameterise the state and control, it would be very computationally expensive to cope with the non-smooth OCP arising from practical flexible spacecraft manoeuvres.
Wavelet multi-resolution approximation should be a desirable way to solve OCP with discontinuities or switching in the control variables. As a novel attractive numerical technique, wavelet multi-resolution approximation seems to combine the advantages of both spectral and finite element methods, and has attracted much attention as a potential efficient numerical technique for approximating function with singularities. [11] [12] [13] In fact, wavelet approximation has been widely used in numerous areas of applied mathematics as diverse as signal analysis, image processing and solving partial differential equation (PDE), and has significantly impacted many areas of science and engineering. More recently, Dai used the Haar wavelet technique as a method for discretising the nonlinear system equations for OCPs. 14 In this paper, a direct method for solving OCP is presented based on spline wavelet collocation method (SWCM). In our approach, unlike the pseudospectral method based on polynomial approximation, the basic idea is to expand the state and control variables via cubic spline wavelet decomposition. Therefore, the advantageous properties of compact representation of the wavelet could make it efficient and accurate to solve the OCP. The novel approach is demonstrated by two typical optimal control problems.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. The next section gives a brief introduction to the cubic spline wavelet, including wavelet approximation and derivative matrixes. In the Discretization of OCP section, the approach to convert continuous OCP of flexible spacecraft to NLP is presented. In the Simulation section, the features and benefits of the approach are demonstrated by two examples of flexible spacecraft. Finally, the conclusion of the paper is provided.
Interval spline wavelet and function approximation
Cubic spline wavelets are employed in our approach, as they are capable of dealing with boundary conditions and analytically expressed. For completeness, the definition of interval spline wavelet is briefly reviewed. A comprehensive survey about spline wavelet can be found in the literatures. [15] [16] [17] Let I ¼ 0, L ½ denote a finite interval (for the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the integer L 4 4). H 
The interior scaling function t ð Þ and boundary scaling function b t ð Þ, illustrated in Figure 1 , are specially designed as follows
In order to construct a wavelet decomposition of Sobolev space H 2 0 I ð Þ, the interior wavelet function and boundary wavelet are designed as follows
Similar to the usual wavelet construction, the scaling and wavelet function can be dilated and translated as
where n j ¼ 2 j L. For any j, k 2 Z, the scale and wavelet spaces are defined as
Thereafter, any function f t ð Þ 2 H 2 0 I ð Þ can be approximated as close as possible by a function P J f t ð Þ 2 V J for a sufficiently large J, and P J f t ð Þ has a unique orthogonal decomposition as follows
In general, f 0 is the coarsest approximation, each g j represents the fluctuation of f t ð Þ between the two successive levels of resolution j and j þ 1, and the magnitude of wavelet coefficients would also reflect the local scale and changes of the function to be approximated.
In practice, two splines 1 and 2 are used to handle non-homogeneity of the boundary conditions
Furthermore, an interpolating spline I b, j f t ð Þ, j50 can be designed as follows
It can be easily verified that f t ð Þ À I b, j f t ð Þ belongs to H 2 0 I ð Þ. In order to approximate f t ð Þ 2 H 2 I ð Þ in the same form of equation (6), the scaling space V 0 and the wavelet space W j are refined by employing the following basis functions
The new spaces V 0 and W j are defined as
Using the refined spaces V 0 and W j , any function f t ð Þ 2 H 2 I ð Þ can be also decomposed in the form of
which can approximate f t ð Þ as closely as required if J is large enough. For the sake of notation, P J f t ð Þ can be expanded in the form of
Þ ð26Þ
where
It is essential to choose a special series of collocations for V 0 and W j , as this is crucial for the fast Discrete Wavelet Transform and to map the discrete sample values of a function to its wavelet expansions. The following wavelet collocation points are chosen for V 0
along with the following ones for W j
The number of collocation points in V 0 and W j are exactly L þ 3 and n j , both matching the dimensions of space V 0 and W j .
Discretization of OCP
In general, the equation of motion of flexible space structure system can be described by
where x 2 R n x is a generalised displacement vector, M is the mass matrix, K is the stiffness matrix, C is the damping matrix, G is the control input distribution matrix, u is the control input vector, t 0 is a fixed initial time and t f is a free terminal time. In practical applications, some path constraints are often required and can be described as
along with the boundary conditions
The objective of trajectory optimisation is to find a control input that minimises the performance index, described as
The aforementioned OCP is often called Mayer problem, where the cost function has no integral term. In most cases, the cost function can be described as follows
which is called Bolza problem. As a matter of fact, any Bolza problem can be converted into a Mayer problem by adding a new state. 18 The direct approach for the continuous OCP is to discrete and transcribe equations (15)- (18) into a nonlinear programming (NLP) problem. The scheme presented herein is based on approximating the state and control trajectories using cubic spine wavelets, making it different from Gauss pseudospectral methods (GPM) which are based on interpolating polynomials.
For notational convenience, the projection of f t ð Þ 2 H 2 can be simply rewritten as follows
wheref ¼ ff k g denotes all wavelet coefficients, k t ð Þ basis functions, k f g the collocation points. First, the time interval t 2 ½t 0 , t f is converted into 2 ½0, L via transformation
Next, X and U are denoted as the values of state and control at all collocation points. The objective function can be rewritten as
Next, the state can be approximated in the form of
ii ðÞ ð 39Þ
Additionally, the control can also be approximated as
ii ðÞ ð 40Þ
Since i ðÞ is in the form of cubic spline function, of which the derivations can be easily obtained. The derivative of each basis function at the collocation points can be represented in the following matrix
If X and U are denoted as the values of state and control at all collocation points, it is easy to obtain the following matrices
Consequently, the dynamics constraint can be transcribed into algebraic constraints via the differential approximation matrix as follows
The path constraints can also be discretised as
Similarly, the boundary constraints can be rewritten as follows
For notational simplicity, b k f g is rewritten as vector
Finally, the continuous OCP of flexible spacecraft system can be converted into NLP as follows
subject to
where the decision vector y is constructed from wavelet coefficient as follows 
The objective function is given by
while the constraint G y ð Þ is rewritten as
The boundary condition can be rewritten as
ð51Þ and the bounds on decision are given by
where, vec(A) forms a nm-column vector by vertically stacking the columns of the n Â m matrix A, and stackðx, nÞ creates a nm-column vector by stacking n copies of column m-vector x.
Simulation
In this section, the validity of the presented method is verified by a typical linear OCP with an analytical solution, and the efficiency is demonstrated by a nonlinear flexible spacecraft system.
Linear system
A simple rigid-body system is shown in Figure 2 , which can represent a linear, time-invariant controllable system with bounded control input. 19 The equation of motion of such a system is simply given by
where x is the position of the body, and the control force u is bounded as u j j4u a . The rest-to-rest, time optimal solution control for
It is obvious that the time optimal control solution is of bang-bang function with one switch. The system parameters are selected as x f ¼ 1, m ¼ 1 with appropriate units. The numerical results compared to the true solution are shown in Figures 3  and 4 for two different resolution levels. It can be seen that in the domain with a singularity, the results from spline wavelet-collocation method (SWCM) can make little better approximation than GPM. In addition, the numerical results would be more and more accurate as the resolution level increases, which is in accordance with the feature of the multi-scale approximation. The overall computation time as well as the optimal result is given in Table 1 . Clearly, the computation time of SWCM is less than GPM, while the optimal results are competitive with that obtained from GPM.
Nonlinear system
Consider a typical flexible spacecraft example, shown in Figure 5 , which is a generic representation of spacecraft with flexible appendage. 20 J b is the inertia of main body, m is the lumped mass, L is length of the massless rods, R is the distance from the mass center to the attachment point of the rods, is the main body angle relative to the inertial frame, a is the appendage angle related to the main body, k is the torsional spring constant and T is the control torque bounded as T j j4T a . The goal is to minimise the manoeuvre time
The equation of motion of such a flexible-rigid system can be written as follows where
The boundary conditions are given as
It is assumed that the nominal parameters are selected as example. The time optimal control input is shown in Figure 6 and the time response of and a to the optimal control (131 points) is shown in Figure 7 .
The optimal results along with computation time are given in Table 2 . The simulations indicate that SWCM can accurately capture the switching times with little computational resource while optimal result from SWCM is almost the same as that from GPM. As can be seen in Figure 8 , the result shows that the optimal control for the 259 points from SWCM is a little better than that for the GPM. As can be seen from the Table 2 , for more points, the efficient of the SWCM is more obvious. It is noted that in the nonlinear example of attitude manoeuvre of flexible spacecraft, only slight improvement in the calculation efficiency has been demonstrated, and the optimal result seems to be a little worse for 131 points. However, it is efficient and accurate in the linear example for the SWCM. The wavelet is suitable to approximate the functions with local sharp or singularity with higher accuracy. In the linear example, since there is only one switch, it is efficient with fewer points. In the nonlinear example, there are multiple local switches. Therefore, more points are required to get an efficient and accurate result. In the 259 points run illustrated in Figure 8 , it can be observed that the accuracy is slightly improved than that of GPM, and the efficiency is more obvious.
Conclusion
The main objective of the paper was to present a new numerical direct method for solving the OCP of flexible spacecraft. The state and the control of original OCP are both expressed via cubic spline wavelets, and then the original OCP can be transcribed and converted into NLP in which the wavelet coefficients are treated as optimisation variables. Compared to other direct method for optimal control problem, the major advantage of this approach is that the switching time of control profile can be accurately captured with little computational resource. The proposed method is verified by a typical problem with analytical solution, and applied to the nonlinear flexible spacecraft system. The results illustrate that our approach outperforms general GPM for OCPs with discontinuities or switching in the control variables. 
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